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INTRODUC TION
Small businesses face an overwhelming selection
when it comes to choosing an accounting program.
The comfortable duopoly between MYOB and Reckon has
become a surging field with no fewer than seven contestants.
These software companies are investing millions to build the
next generation of accounting technology.
This INTHEBLACK e-book is for small business owners and
accountants who want to understand the options in online
accounting software, their idiosyncrasies and the ambitions
of the companies behind them.
Some apps stand out for their ease of use, encouraging owners
to understand how their business works and how to improve it.
Others have invested in mobile apps that can create and send
your invoice before you leave the client’s office.
It’s important to note that online accounting
(aka cloud accounting) programs differ in capability to
desktop software. Traditional features such as inventory
may be slightly underpowered in online apps, for example.
But online software can connect to a much broader range of
online business apps and services, which can greatly extend
the functionality of the core accounting program.
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Lastly, take note of the software companies’ visions –
this race is only just beginning. New cloud accounting
programs are still launching in 2015. The software
companies are locked in a highly competitive arms race
that will drive feature development at a ferocious pace for
another five years.
For the latest developments in online accounting software,
subscribe to the INTHEBLACK newsletter.
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CHAPTER 1

IN T UI T
Expect to hear a lot more about QuickBooks Online in 2015
as Intuit takes its marketing to full throttle.

Intuit, the undisputed champion of small business accounting software
in the US, with more than 80 per cent of the market, has set its sights on
global conquest. The company’s ambitions have expanded along with the
rise of online accounting software, and it’s investing in several overseas
markets including India, Singapore, Canada, the UK and Australia.
Why Australia? The most obvious answer is it’s taking the fight to Xero
in its home territory, just as New Zealand-headquartered Xero slowly
ramps up its assault on the US. Intuit has hired a senior executive from
eBay to run the Australian operations and built up a local team of more
than 50. Intuit’s QuickBooks Online software may have been around
INTHEBLACK.COM
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since 2000, predating the Xero cloud product by seven years, but it
received little interest Down Under until it was relaunched in 2013 for
global markets.

Taking on the local champ
QuickBooks Online arrived in Australia in 2013 with an already wellrounded product. It included quotes and inventory functions – two
areas which were then conspicuously absent from Xero’s software.
But while mature in features, the software had some annoying quirks
in its bank feeds and GST. The interface also wasn’t as attractive or
as easy to use as Xero’s. Last year the company addressed most
of these issues. Bank reconciliation now works more smoothly and
Intuit has overhauled the interface for the international version of
QuickBooks Online.
While its software product is good, Intuit’s biggest problem in
Australia is its lack of customers and accounting partners. Despite an
aggressive marketing campaign, it only managed to rack up 7000 sales
by October 2014.
The QuickBooks Online software comes in three editions: Simple Start
(A$12/month), Essentials (A$17.50/month) and Plus (A$21/month). Intuit
has been discounting its prices to attract sales, with up to 40 per cent
off the Plus subscription. Accountants and bookkeepers who sign up
to Intuit’s partner program can access the Plus subscription for A$4.99
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a month, a deal which has been extended several times. Another
incentive is a free data migration service for businesses moving
from QuickBooks Desktop, MYOB or Xero software to the top two
QuickBooks plans.
Where Xero limits users on its entry-level Starter plan to a maximum
of five invoices and five bills per month, QuickBooks’ Simple Start
plan allows a single user to send an unlimited number of invoices.
(An accountant or bookkeeper can also access all plans.)
A long list of features are reserved for the top two plans including
managing or paying bills, multi-currency, user access controls,
sending remittance notices and creating expense receipts, and so on.
The Essentials plan can be used by up to three people simultaneously
and is suitable for a services business. It also adds more reports
(40 compared to 20).

QuickBooks Online has a
well-developed app ecosystem
in the US and is quickly building up
its Australian partners.
INTHEBLACK.COM
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The Plus plan is recommended for a retail or project-based business
such as construction. It adds inventory, purchase orders, budgeting,
online time sheets for employees and subcontractors, billable hours per
customer and tracking sales by office location for multi-site businesses.
The number of reports jumps to 65 and it can be used by up to five
people simultaneously.
In December 2014 QuickBooks Online added ABA files, which
schedule electronic bank payments. This means a business can enter
bills and schedule payments for later by downloading an ABA file and
uploading it to their online banking screen for approval.
QuickBooks Online has the most powerful payroll of all the online
accounting apps thanks to a special relationship with KeyPay, a
specialist payroll app. Unlike a standard add-on integration where the
user is redirected to another online program, Intuit includes KeyPay’s
features within QuickBooks Online itself.
QuickBooks Online users can also pay an extra fee per employee to
access a sophisticated wage calculator that takes into account award
rates, time of day or night, weekday or weekend. It’s worth noting that
users are in effect billed by two companies. Intuit includes free payroll
for up to 10 employees and passes on KeyPay’s charge of A$4 per
additional employee each month. QuickBooks’ terms note that KeyPay
may change its pricing.

INTHEBLACK.COM
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What about apps?
QuickBooks Online has a well-developed app ecosystem in the US
and is quickly building up its Australian partners. The Australian
QuickBooks add-ons number just over 100 apps in sales and
marketing, operations, productivity and finance and accounting.
E-commerce apps such as Shopify, Bigcommerce, VirtueMart,
PrestaShop and OpenCart automatically create invoices in QuickBooks
Online for sales made through an online store. A range of time tracking
and mileage apps add more detail to billing in QuickBooks Online
through custom time sheets, location and customer tracking.
The finance and accounting category includes reporting and
forecasting tools such as Fathom and Spotlight Reporting, receipt
processing apps including Shoeboxed and Receipt Bank, and a range
of debt collection aids.
QuickBooks Online is a strong contender for Australian businesses.
Expect to hear a lot more from Intuit as it ramps up its marketing effort
in 2015.

STRENGTHS INCLUDE:

Optical character recognition for bills and
invoices and a large app ecosystem.
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CHAPTER 2

SA ASU
Saasu is one of the most developed online software accounting
packages available, with handy features for online retailers.
Does it have what your business needs?

When it comes to cloud accounting software, no one has been doing
it longer in Australia than Saasu. The company was founded in 2000
by husband and wife Marc and Emma Lehmann, and Grant Young. It
was the same year that Intuit launched QuickBooks Online in the US.
Marc Lehmann saw the opportunity while he was a principal trader
and vice-president of Deutsche Bank. During the bank’s transition to
online trading he saw piles of receipts on traders’ desks and realised
an online accounting system dedicated to automation could save them
hours of time. Small and medium businesses would also be natural
customers for automated accounting software.
INTHEBLACK.COM
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Fast-forward 15 years and Saasu is the only profitable online
accounting software company in Australia, with an estimated customer
base of more than 20,000 businesses. Despite this success, Saasu
has had to endure unfavourable comparisons to Xero’s rocket ride.
Detractors pointed out that Saasu wasn’t selling as quickly, it wasn’t
attracting the same numbers of accountants and bookkeepers, and
had a slower pace of development.
But Saasu has stuck to its business plan and built a very strong
product – one that has proven to be a reflection of its CEO Marc
Lehmann, a quiet achiever who follows a minimalist philosophy in
business and life. Lehmann has deliberately avoided large capital
raisings to hire masses of developers and fund glitzy marketing
campaigns. Built with A$5 million in founder and seed capital, Saasu
offers a lean yet powerful accounting program used by sole traders to
mid-size companies with global operations.

No one has been doing cloud
accounting software in Australia
longer than Saasu.
INTHEBLACK.COM
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What it does
Saasu has a complete feature set, although its priorities have differed
from its rivals’. It was late to add bank feeds, a key attraction to cloud
accounting, for example. Saasu’s bank feeds came out of beta last
year and the software includes fast coding, bank rules and integration
with PayPal.
The PayPal integration is particularly useful for e-commerce
retailers, a key market for Saasu. The cloud app has been designed
to scale with high-volume online businesses and can handle higher
numbers of transactions than competing programs. It also handles
50 foreign currencies for retailers selling overseas, an increasingly
common scenario.
Another retailer-friendly feature is Saasu’s highly capable inventory
module. It can track kit and bundle combinations, serial numbers,
multiple locations and expiry dates. It auto-flags refill levels when
supplies of one item run low and can run voucher promotions.
In comparison, Xero didn’t release its inventory module until late
2014, and Reckon and MYOB are yet to add this feature to equivalent
browser-based programs. (MYOB’s hybrid program, AccountRight
Live, has a comparable inventory function.)

INTHEBLACK.COM
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Invoicing is done well, with customisable designs and a sequence that
moves from estimates to orders to sales. However, Saasu lacks online
invoicing and quoting, which can reduce debtor days and speed up
price negotiations.

How is Saasu different?
● Saasu

software has light functions of a customer relationship
management (CRM) program. Users can assign tasks to staff
such as following up prospects, reminders for project invoice
dates or attaching documents for client approval. These
activities and notes are tracked by client.

● Users

can create custom lists of customers and tag them by
geography, industry or other interest area. They can then run
reports to benchmark and compare sales frequency and volume.
Xero added a similar feature last year called Smart Lists.

● Saasu

includes payroll with automatic tax calculations, basic
time sheets and pay officer approval for pay runs. Annual tax
table updates are included for free and users can set up multiple
pay runs to pay staff at different times.

● In

2014 Saasu added a fast global search function, which uses
intelligence to auto-correct or suggest alternative search terms
to find information faster. Its purpose is broader than search;
Saasu intends it to be used as a primary navigation tool.

INTHEBLACK.COM
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● The

software also has cash flow forecasting, which shows the
amount of cash a business can expect to have on hand if it
collects invoices and pays bills on time.

● Saasu

users can pay invoices to online suppliers at competitive
exchange rates through an integration with online currency
trader OzForex.

What are its drawbacks?
If Saasu has a weakness, it’s that it’s less appealing for sole traders
and business owners unfamiliar with accounting software. Xero,
MYOB and Intuit have softened their interfaces and terminology to
attract businesses that use Excel to manage their finances. This huge
market relates more to modules called Bills and Invoices rather than
Accounts Payable and Receivable.
As well, Saasu can’t match the hundreds of developers employed
by Intuit, MYOB, Xero and the like so it has to pick its projects more
carefully. Consequently, Saasu has lagged in some important areas.
The initial implementation of bank feeds was below par and its
outdated user interface cost Saasu customers in comparisons
against Xero.
Bank feeds came out of beta in 2014 as did a badly needed interface
refresh. The mobile app, an increasingly important aspect of online
accounting, lacks the polish of competitors.
INTHEBLACK.COM
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Cost
Saasu starts at A$15 a month and includes 1000 transactions a
year and three bank feeds for a sole trader. A business needs to
upgrade to the A$40 a month medium plan to add multi-currency,
a basic inventory and payroll for up to 20 employees. It also has a
20,000 annual transaction cap. The large plan (A$70 a month) adds
capacity for 40 employees, 40,000 transactions a year, advanced
inventory, consolidated P&L [profit and loss] and a KPI [key
performance indicator] report builder. The extra-large plan (A$180
a month) handles 100,000 transactions a year and 100 employees.
Saasu has around 60 add-on programs, with e-commerce solutions
the most popular.

STRENGTHS INCLUDE:

The ability to create custom lists, automatic tax
calculations for payroll and cash flow forecasting.

INTHEBLACK.COM
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CHAPTER 3

MYOB ESSENTIALS
MYOB Essentials is designed specifically for sole traders
and micro-businesses, so how does it stack up against Xero
and others?

MYOB has been Australia’s number one choice for small business
accounting software for over a decade. Yet five years ago it was facing
its greatest challenge – how to maintain its position as a market leader
as software delivery and data storage started migrating to the cloud.
Rather than put its weight into one program to take on new
competitors such as Xero and Saasu, MYOB decided to fight the war
on two fronts. The first was to “cloudify” its flagship desktop program
MYOB AccountRight by producing a version that saved the company
file to the cloud as well as the desktop.
INTHEBLACK.COM
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The second was to release a leaner, browser-based accounting
program that was similar to Xero, QuickBooks Online and others.
Initially called MYOB LiveAccounts, the program was renamed and
“refreshed” as MYOB Essentials.
There are three parts to the Essentials range: a cashbook, an
accounting program for sole traders and a more featured version
with payroll.
The Essentials range was more than just a name change. It had
a new user interface that is easier to use than LiveAccounts and
included bank feeds from BankLink (acquired by MYOB in May 2013),
which made bank reconciliation much easier.
The quality of BankLink bank feeds is a key point of difference that
MYOB hammers home in any comparison. Almost every other cloud
accounting program uses a US bank data aggregator called Yodlee
which automatically logs into users’ online banking accounts and
copies the transactions to the general ledger.
BankLink has direct relationships with most financial institutions in
Australia and New Zealand. It also uses proprietary techniques to
weed out errors in the bank feeds such as omitted and duplicated
transactions. MYOB claims BankLink feeds are accurate to 99.9999
per cent, far greater than Yodlee’s 99.8 per cent. When you’re dealing

INTHEBLACK.COM
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with thousands of transactions, those decimal points translate into
fewer errors to catch.
The only other program that doesn’t use Yodlee is Intuit QuickBooks
Online. Intuit has its own version of Yodlee for aggregating bank feeds
and hasn’t made any public claims about the accuracy of its feeds.

What it does
Essentials contains the basic building blocks: banking (transactions
and reconciliation), sales, expenses, contacts, payroll and reports.
Several neat features help it stand out from the crowd.
MYOB has come up with innovative ideas to improve workflow.
A feature called smart bills automatically scans accounts payable
invoices emailed or dragged into Essentials. The program uses the
same technology as a scanner (optical character recognition, or OCR)
to read the text in an invoice and identify important numbers such as
GST, total cost, supplier invoice number, date of issue and so on.
This cuts down on the manual entry of invoices, although it’s wise to
check the results as OCR is not always 100 per cent accurate.
A killer feature for tradespeople and others who work out in the field is
MYOB’s mobile payments dongle. The MYOB PayDirect card reader
plugs into an Apple or Android smartphone or tablet and takes credit

INTHEBLACK.COM
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card and EFTPOS payments on the spot. Invoices paid through
PayDirect are automatically updated in Essentials.
MYOB Kounta, a cloud-based point-of-sale app, is another family
product that ties into Essentials. Sales made on an in-store iPad can
be recorded directly into MYOB’s cloud accounting program.
The integration creates a single invoice that combines the various
income, payments and adjustments to represent a single period of
trade corresponding to a “Finalised Takings Report” in Kounta.
Each exported takings will balance out to A$0 outstanding and will
update the necessary credits and debits in sales income, cash in,
cash out, clearing and balance accounts.
Essentials has a smattering of add-on programs that add extra
features, although the list of 18 connecting programs is a tiny fraction
of Xero’s library and MYOB’s long list of software extensions for its
desktop software.

A killer feature for tradespeople
and others who work out in the field
is MYOB’s mobile payments dongle.
INTHEBLACK.COM
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Two categories worth mentioning are third-party apps for trades and
e-commerce. The former includes Tradify and ServiceM8. The latter
Bigcommerce, Shopify and (in-store) Kounta.

What are its drawbacks?
Essentials lacks a number of features that you’ll find in competing
products. It’s not set up to deal well with multiple users. There are no
user roles that control access to sensitive information such as payroll
or employees’ bank account details.
Essentials also misses out on inventory; MYOB wants you to buy
the more expensive AccountRight series to manage stock. That is
understandable for a micro-business but the omission of tracking or
class categories is disappointing. It makes tracking expenses and
revenue by project a little harder.
MYOB’s payroll is good enough for a small business but it’s a step
behind the leaders. There is no employee portal where employees can
print their own payslips, request leave and view their banking details.
Essentials can’t make ABA (Australian Bankers Association) files
to upload to financial institutions to automatically transfer funds for
payroll or suppliers; it may be old technology but the ABA file is a real
time-saver.

INTHEBLACK.COM
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Essentials also has no ability to make sales or source suppliers in
foreign currency. These days even sole traders can find customers
overseas. Hopefully MYOB will redress this.
While its competitors plan to build up their browser-based programs
to compete with desktop accounting software, MYOB has promised
to maintain its two-speed approach. Executives have said that they
won’t threaten sales of the cloud hybrid program AccountRight Live
by adding more and more features to Essentials. It is designed
specifically for the sole trader and micro-business.

Cost
Essentials costs A$29 per month or A$40 a month with payroll.
Accountants will be happy to know that tax tables are included for free
and are updated whenever there’s a change by the Australian Taxation
Office. No more sweaty upgrades during tax season.

STRENGTHS INCLUDE:

Innovative work flow functions such as “Smart bills”,
the mobile payments dongle and invoice integration.

INTHEBLACK.COM
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CHAPTER 4

XERO
Xero is one of the most popular online software accounting
packages available. While pricier than some of its competitors,
it has an ecosystem of add-ons that adapts it to almost any
sort of business.

Even if every accountant doesn’t use Xero – and there are still many
who don’t – it would be difficult to find one who hasn’t heard of it.
Xero’s rapid rise from New Zealand start-up to market leader in cloud
accounting surprised many in the accounting industry. It has been called
“the Apple of accounting software” and, like Apple, design and user
experience have heavily influenced the evolution of Xero’s product.
Hence the tagline, “beautiful accounting software”.
INTHEBLACK.COM
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At the time of writing this piece, Xero claims 540,000 businesses as
paying customers, 250,000 of them in Australia. A large part of its
success is due to a marketing campaign that encourages accountants
to redefine themselves as business advisers. This is not a new
concept, but with Xero and others automating the compliance process,
business advisory services are becoming essential to offset shrinking
revenues. Xero’s roadmap reflects these twin trends of advisory and
compliance automation, and it has brought a number of innovations to
these two areas.

What it does
Xero is the only cloud accounting software company to sell a cloudbased practice management suite. The accounting program covers
pretty much all bases including general ledger, quotes and invoices,
bills and expenses, payroll with automated superannuation payments,
and some light customer relationship management (CRM) features in
contacts and financial reports (soon to be updated).
Xero also brought out the first modern mobile phone applications
for accounting software. Users can take photos of receipts with their
smartphones, attach them to expenses and save them to Xero for
approval. A recently released iOS app called Xero Me will let employees
request leave, check payslips and submit timesheets (an Android
version will soon follow). Users can also attach documents to invoices,
quotes and bills within the accounting program itself.

INTHEBLACK.COM
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Although BankLink may have offered bank feeds for many years, Xero
made them much easier to use and automate through auto-coding bank
rules. It was the first to include bank feeds on the bank reconciliation
screen, which is now a standard feature of online accounting software.
(MYOB BankLink claims it is much more accurate than global
aggregator Yodlee which supplies Xero with bank feeds from institutions
outside the Big Four banks.)
Xero also led the way in building a large community of connecting
cloud applications. More than 400 apps now extend the feature set of
the base accounting program, making it easier to automatically share
invoices, contacts and other data. The add-on directory includes 15
categories of apps in nearly 14 industries. While desktop accounting
software certainly had integrations with other programs, the depth and
breadth of the Xero ecosystem sets it apart.

Drawbacks
Xero had long been criticised for lacking an inventory feature, so it
added a simple inventory module in March 2015. Businesses that
require more advanced inventory control and real-time stock and order
management must use a third-party add-on.

INTHEBLACK.COM
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A vision for the future
Xero stands out from other software companies due to its vision to
build something larger than just an accounting program . In 2014,
Xero chief executive Rod Drury announced that it had reached “the
end of the beginning” with the addition of quotes and light inventory
to the software.
The next phase, which Xero calls “Big Data for Small Business”, will
draw out data from the accounting program and mix it with data from
other sources.
Xero is also using data connections to send invoices from large retail
chains directly to the accounting program. Warehouse Stationery,
the New Zealand equivalent of Australia’s OfficeWorks, will send an
electronic receipt to a small business’s Xero file from the checkout.

Xero is the only client accounting
software company to sell a
cloud-based practice
management suite.
INTHEBLACK.COM
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Cost
The biggest complaint about Xero is the price. The standard plan
with unlimited users and payroll for only five employees costs A$50 a
month, nearly double the price of some of its competitors. (To add multicurrency and automated superannuation, it costs A$60 a month.)
The premium plan, at A$60 a month, boosts payroll to handle 10
employees. Premium 20 (A$70 a month) does 20 employees; Premium
50 (A$80 a month) does 50; and Premium 100 (A$90 a month) handles
100 employees on the payroll. Businesses with more employees can
pay A$2 for each one over 100, up to a hard limit of 200. Employees
include anyone on the payroll, so contractors and part-time staff count
to the total.

STRENGTHS INCLUDE:

Cloud-based practice management, auto-coded bank rules
and a large community of connecting apps.
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CHAPTER 5

JC UR V E
JCurve is the ERP wolf hiding in sheep’s clothing. A simplified
small business accounting package, it is the only product that
can scale up to enterprise level. We examine the pros and cons.

JCurve is another home-grown Australian project alongside Saasu,
Reckon and MYOB. While it also is marketed towards small business,
it is uniquely different in its potential.
Launched in 2011, JCurve is a fully featured cloud accounting
program powered by the most popular online enterprise resource
planning (ERP) platform, NetSuite. Multinational companies use
INTHEBLACK.COM
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NetSuite to track the finances of subsidiaries around the world,
global inventories across multiple warehouses, and payroll for
thousands of employees.
A JCurve user doesn’t see all this complex functionality, however.
It is hidden by the JCurve interface which switches off all modules
relevant to only larger companies.
The promise is that a small business will never need to change
its accounting program again. Once a company grows past 20
employees – JCurve’s licensed threshold – the program removes the
limitations and JCurve branding to reveal the full NetSuite platform.
Founder Graham Baillie came up with the idea for JCurve after going
through the painful process of setting up a large ERP (not NetSuite)
for a previous business.

JCurve is a fully featured cloud
accounting program.
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Baillie’s fast-growing business forced him to replace multiple
spreadsheets that tracked his customers, inventory, bank accounts
and invoices with a system that tracked every part of his business.
The solution made it much easier to run the company but it came at a
high cost – a A$250,000 bill and six months of disruption to business.
Baillie saw that he could detune NetSuite to create a cloud-based
accounting suite for small business, and use a self-install wizard
to bring the price down. After negotiating a distribution licence with
NetSuite for Asia-Pacific, JCurve was born. JCurve’s parent company,
JCurve Solutions, also sells software to manage telecommunications
costs and usage.

What it does
JCurve comes in two flavours, standard and advanced. The standard
package covers the basics of accounting. The accounting module
includes invoices and statements, sales invoices, purchase orders,
accounts payable and receivable with A/R trend analysis, automated
reminders and collection notices.
Bank feeds are included although statements aren’t downloaded
automatically – you set the frequency to daily, weekly, monthly or ad
hoc. Payroll includes automated tax tables, superannuation, leave
management and reporting.
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Hints of the ERP are in the categories and classes for more detailed
reporting. Users can report against budgets for specific customers,
projects, items, departments, classes and locations.
The standard edition of JCurve includes a “basic” inventory which
is far more detailed than the equivalents in its small business
competitors. It tracks orders, backorders and fulfilments, and reports
on profitability, valuation, pending fulfilment, turnover and more.
Its heritage is again evident in the contacts module, which is a
lightweight CRM. It tracks activities against each customer such as
calls, meetings and tasks, which can be allocated to other staff. A
sales workflow can track activities from start to completion; these
show up as KPIs in the management report.
The roles and permissions module is extremely granular, which makes
sense given the ties to NetSuite. A manager can give each employee
specific access to parts of the program. While many accounting programs
are used mostly by the accountant and business owner, ERPs like
NetSuite have modules relevant to people across the whole business.
A surprise inclusion for a base product is the ability to process credit
card payments for offline and online sales. This includes credit card
authorisation, fraud management and funds capture.
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Unfortunate omissions from the standard edition are multi-currency,
fixed asset depreciation, expense claims and timesheets. These are
reserved for the advanced edition, which packs quite a punch when it
comes to small business accounting.
Several modules in the advanced package focus on improving sales
and marketing. The sales module adds automated sales workflows
for standard items and pricing, and also creates specific campaigns to
support their pipeline.
Also included is case management for support, which tracks issues
via email and integrated forms. Cases are automatically escalated
through a user-programmed setting.
Then there are modules for “advanced” CRM, marketing and
e-commerce, which coordinates drop-shipping online inventory,
and advanced order management.
The beefed-up inventory can automatically replenish stock and create
assemblies, lot or serial numbers and matrix items. Stock also can be
managed across multiple locations.
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Pros and cons
JCurve has cut back its packages from three versions to two, although
it only advertises the price of the standard package. The A$49 per
month starting price includes a free login for an accountant and five
restricted access logins for employees. Extra users with higher levels
of access cost A$49 a month each.
One of the few small business packages that charges a per-user price,
JCurve can be expensive. The upside is that it has a good deal of
power out of the box. A business just turns on the modules as required.
It’s difficult to compare apples to apples with accounting software but
a couple of points are worth mentioning.
For all its power, JCurve is not the prettiest program on the market.
Accountants will have no problems with the interface but it doesn’t
have the ease of use compared to other programs focused on signing
up small business owners.
The connection to NetSuite has its downsides. NetSuite is an enterprise
program, and apps that connect to NetSuite tend to be expensive.
There’s nothing like the Xero ecosystem of niche applications.
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Once a business upgrades to NetSuite, the costs jump to serious
money. The starting price for NetSuite is around A$25,000 a year.
The good news is that there should be minimal or no set-up costs.
JCurve best suits fast-growing businesses in retail, manufacturing or
with complex inventory. For these companies, complex accounting is
inevitable once they reach a certain size.
While JCurve works as a standalone accounting package, its
best use is as an easy on-ramp to ERP – but with a lower cost of
implementation.

STRENGTHS INCLUDE:

It runs many parts of the business from one database
and has a very detailed “basic” inventory.
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CHAPTER 6

R E C KON ONE
Reckon One is one of the newest online software accounting
packages. It’s also perhaps the most flexible and budget friendly.

Reckon, the long-time distributor of QuickBooks desktop software,
was used to playing number two to MYOB in Australia. That
all changed in 2014 when Intuit, the US company that makes
QuickBooks, took back the brand name and launched the cloud
accounting program Intuit QuickBooks Online.
Reckon still sells the original QuickBooks desktop software under its
own brand, Reckon Accounts. But the former distributor didn’t take
INTHEBLACK.COM
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Intuit’s move lying down. It decided to launch its own cloud accounting
program in response, and so Reckon One was born.
Businesses may not realise this but Reckon has been making
software for many years. It produces (among other apps) APS,
a practice management suite for accounting firms that is deeply
entrenched among the larger firms. Deloitte runs its private
accounting division on APS, for example.
Reckon One was initially launched in 2013 as a beta but only went
into full release in June 2015. The delay was due to an unfortunate
choice in software platform, which shortly after was abandoned by
its owner Microsoft. This forced Reckon to rewrite the program
from scratch.
All that is behind Reckon now and it is selling Reckon One through the
many accountants that recommended QuickBooks (desktop) software.

Reckon’s big selling points
Reckon One’s main selling point is flexibility. A business can add and
pay for only as many modules as required, resulting in a very cheap
program. Reckon’s group chief executive, Clive Rabie, has said
several times that businesses are being overcharged for their cloud
accounting software. Reckon One is aiming to undercut the market.
It is also the only program that can be put on hold. Seasonal
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businesses can turn off their subscription without losing their data until
they start selling again.
Reckon is the only cloud accounting program that hosts all data in
Australia. This can be a comfort to businesses that feel nervous about
offshore hosting.
One advantage of being the latest to market is design. Reckon One
has one of the freshest designs compared to some of its competitors
working on older interfaces.

What it does
Reckon One consists of a core accounting app and optional modules
for invoicing, bank data, projects, time and expenses and payroll. The
core (A$5 a month) covers the basic accounting functions such as
reconciliation of bank statements, receipts and a limited number of
payments, reports and budgeting for unlimited users. One drawback
is that the bank statements must be manually imported.
The dashboard is one of the best on the market. It looks great and
you can select the widgets you want and adjust the time frame for
displaying financial data.
The next plan up (A$14 a month) covers all “lite” modules, including
automatic bank feeds. Reckon has direct feeds to the major banks
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in Australia and New Zealand, and uses data aggregator Yodlee for
other financial institutions and all credit cards.
This plan also includes unlimited invoices and payments, the
ability to enter and pay bills and up to 100 automatic bank
transactions reconciled a month. Users also get access to the
projects module which allows you to create, bill and report on projects
and sub-projects.
The “mid” module plan (A$20 a month) adds an approvals process for
invoices and bills, custom rates for jobs and lets you track suppliers
by project. It also lifts the number of automatic bank transactions to
250 a month.
The plans are configurable. A business could decide that it needed a
medium invoices module (A$5 a month) to have an approvals process
for sales and purchases, but stay on the lite module for bank data
(A$3 a month).
Or a business could decide that it didn’t need anything more than
the core plus a high number of transactions through the bank
data module. The highest listed plan stretches to 500 transactions
(advanced module, A$7 a month) or you can contact Reckon for a
custom plan.
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The time and expenses module (A$3 a month for lite; A$5 a month
for medium) tracks billable and unbillable time with timesheets.
Timesheets can be tracked and time and expenses billed against a
project or job, although this requires a subscription to the appropriate
level of invoice and project modules.

Potential challenges
Reckon One has just announced its new payroll module, the lack
of which had previously been a deal-breaker for many businesses.
It may seem strange to launch a projects module before payroll (no
competitor has done so) but it underscores the complexity of payroll
in Australia.
Another area to be addressed is the lack of an application
programming interface (API). This is the connector that swaps data
with other cloud programs. Xero, in particular, has built a large
ecosystem of third-party programs that can extend the usefulness of

Reckon is the only cloud
accounting program that hosts all
data in Australia.
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an accounting program in several directions. Reckon says the API is
on the drawing board but there is no date for its release.
Reckon One’s best chance is filling the demand for low-cost
accounting software that does what it says on the tin. For micro and
small businesses used to spreadsheets, it could be an easy step into
the cloud.

STRENGTHS INCLUDE:

It’s flexible, budget-friendly and has a powerful
mobile app.
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AT A G L A N C E
Software
Program

Pros

Cons

Cost

INTUIT

Optical character
recognition for bills
and invoices; large
app ecosystem

Bank rules for
transactions are
more difficult to
set up

Simple Start
$12pm,
Essentials
$17.50, Plus
$21 pm

SAASU

Users can create
custom lists; payroll
has automatic tax
calculations; cash
flow forecasting

Outdated user
interface; not as
impressive mobile
app

$15 pm for
up to 1000
transactions,
or $40 pm for
premium

MYOB

Innovative work
flow function i.e.
"Smart bills"; the
mobile payments
dongle; invoice
integration

No set up with
multiple users;
lack of inventory;
no employee
portal

Essentials $29
pm/$40 with
payroll

XERO

Cloud based
practice
management; autocoded bank rules;
large community of
connecting apps

Basic inventory
feature that
requires third party
add-on; more
expensive than
others

Standard $50
pm/Premium is
$60 pm

JCURVE

Runs many parts of
the business from
one database

Interface is not
as easy to use as
other dedicated
small business
apps

$49 pm for up
to 5 users

RECKON
ONE

Flexible and budget
friendly; powerful
mobile app

Lack of application
programming
interface [API]

$5 pm or
$14pm
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